2021 WRESTLING ONLINE RULES CLINIC
INSTRUCTIONS

System Requirements:

1. Browser Requirements: Best Viewed with Internet Explorer 7.0 or higher or Firefox 3.0 or higher. Safari on Windows is NOT supported.

2. Popup Windows: Make sure that your browser allows popup windows or the test will NOT display.


The 2021 WRESTLING rules clinic for officials will be offered online from MONDAY, September 27, 2021 – TUESDAY, October 26, 2021. The online rules clinic consists of a video presentation and a 10 question quiz presented at the conclusion of the video. You must answer 8 out 10 questions correctly in order to receive credit for attending the clinic. If you do not answer 8 questions correctly, you must view the video in its entirety and answer the questions again. You can view the presentation and take the quiz any time day or night during the assigned period.